The Traits of All Trades

Field Trips and Conventions

tudents approaching the ninth
grade began to consider
educational possibilities in career
choices. The Eden Career Technical
Center offers specialized instruction
so that students can get hands-on
training in their desired fields. Trade
school gave learners a head start in
their career with the advanced
resources needed to start their future
career plans. By having an abundance of
options such as nursing, cosmetology,
collision repair, carpentry and welding,
the ECTC provided students with the
experience they needed to excel in
their areas of study. Mastering skills can
help them get their dream job quickly
after graduation. “I chose business
because I like to work with numbers.
The idea of being in charge appeals to
me because I am a good leader. My
favorite part about this year was
learning how to create websites and
blog pages,” explained Amber
Winters.
De'Korrius Johnson
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From top to left to right:
- In carpentry, Jonathan Peppers saws a piece of lumber to make
studs for a storage shed. “I love getting to build things, my favorite
was learning how to build mini houses.”
- Grinding a piece of metal to get the rough edges off of a mini cherry
picker, Anthony Ledbetter tries to avoid sparks and injuries by
wearing protective gear. “Welding has taught me how to have good
work ethic, patience, and to be precise on everything I do. It taught
me how to have a steady hand because any shakiness would cause
the edges to be rough. The smooth look is what makes it successful.”
- Getting the VIN from a car, McKenzie Tyler shows Cameron
Hudgins how to diagnose a problem with a scanning tool. “Building
motors in Auto Mechanics challenged me mentally and physically,”
said Tyler. (Photos: De'Korrius Johnson)
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